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AP-Serie

AP360e/362e

Semi-automatic Applicators affix labels 
to a wide range of containers
Replaces Hand-Application

Label Application
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24,4 mm - 238 mm
15 mm - 170 mm
cylindrical and many tapered
to 203 mm
25,4 mm - 213 mm
51,8 mm - 76,2 mm
12 VDC, 5 A
100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 60 Watt
UL, UL-C, CE, FCC class A
7,26 kg
340 mm W x 226 mm H x 328 mm D

Setting up and operating the devices is quick and easy:
1. Adjust the guides
2. Place the container or bottle in the machine
3. Press the footswitch and your label will be applied

Technical details:

Container width:
Container diameter:
Container shape:
Supply roll diameter:
Media liner width:
Supply roll core:
Electrical rating:
Power requirements:
Agency certifications:
Weight:
Dimensions: 

Label Applicator MARSCHALL
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Fast and accurate application of labels
The two applicators are compact, semi-automatic labelling device that makes 
it fast and easy to apply pressure-sensitive labels to bottles, cans, jars, tubes and 
many other cylindrical and tapered containers. Up to 1200 containers per hour is possible.

Labels are applied straight, without wrinkles or folds, in precisely the spot desired. 
This gives finished products a highly professional look and significantly increases 
the number of containers that can be labeled per hour versus manually applying labels.

Operation is simple: set the guides, place the container in the mechanism, 
press the footswitch and the label is applied. A wide range of products can be 
labeled including wine, water, beer, spirits and other beverages, sauces, nutriceuticals, 
vitamins, cosmetics, bath and spa products, spices, specialty foods, health and beauty care, 
oils, lotions, fragrances, chemicals, paint and much more.

AP360e is the base model and applies labels to the front of containers. 
AP362e is an advanced model that includes front and back labelling with variable spacing, 
memory for up to nine jobs, and a counter with built-in LED display.

An integrated, spring-loaded pressure arm applies consistent downward pressure to 
securely affix labels even on very small radius containers such as lip balm tubes. 

AP360e and AP362e are the perfect accessories to Primera’s LX-Series and CX-Series color 
label printers. Together, they provide a complete print-and-apply solution that’s perfect 
for a wide range of small to medium-sized businesses. Roll or fan-fed labels printed by 
other methods such as flexographic, offset and thermal transfer can also be applied with the applicators.


